
Event Details

Event  Name Carrer  Counselling

Topic How  to  create  value  in human  capital  and  become  a CHRO 

Date 2024 -03 -14 to  2024 -03 -14

Mode Offline

Venue Room no.105

Organizer  Name MBA-HR

Resource  Person Susmitha  Sudeep , |Country  HR Business  Advisor  (HRBP)UK

No. of  Participants 60

SDG No SDG 4: Quality  Education SDG 5: Gender  Equality SDG 8: Decent  Work  and  Economic  Growth

Objective :
1.        Equip   with  insights  into  the  educational  paths , certifications , and  continuous  learning  required  for  a successful  career  as a 

CHRO.

2.        Foster  awareness  about  the  importance  of  gender  equality  and  diversity  in leadership  roles .

3.        Provide  guidance  on developing  strategic  skills .

4.        Facilitate  opportunities  for  networking  with  industry  experts .

5.        Enhance  leadership  and  decision -making  capabilities .

Description :
Embark  on a transformative  journey  with  Susmitha  Sudeep , Country  HR Business  Advisor  (HRBP) at  Standard  Chartered  Bank, 

as she  unveils  the  secrets  to  creating  value  in human  capital  and  ascending  to  the  coveted  role  of  Chief  Human  Resources  

Officer  (CHRO). In this  enlightening  event , Susmitha  will  draw  upon  her  extensive  experience  in the  dynamic  landscape  of  HR 

to  share  invaluable  insights , strategies , and  practical  approaches  that  empower  HR professionals  to  drive  organizational  

success  through  their  most  valuable  asset  – people . Gain a profound  understanding  of  the  latest  trends , innovative  practices , 

and  emerging  technologies  shaping  the  future  of  human  capital  management . Susmitha  will  delve  into  the  strategic  nuances  

of  HRBP roles , shedding  light  on the  critical  skills  and  mind -set  required  to  ascend  to  the  pinnacle  of  HR leadership . Whether  

you're  an aspiring  HR leader  or  a seasoned  professional , this  event  promises  to  be  a game -changer , offering  you  the  tools  and  

knowledge  needed  to  elevate  your  career  and  make  a lasting  impact  on your  organization . Elevate  your  understanding  of  

human  capital  and  position  yourself  for  success  in the  dynamic  realm  of  HR leadership .

Outcomes :
1.        Participants  gain  a clear  understanding  of  the  educational  and  skill  requirements  for  aspiring  to  the  CHRO role , fostering  a 

sense  of  purpose  and  direction .

2.        Participants  recognize  the  significance  of  gender  equality  and  diversity , committing  to  promoting  inclusive  practices  within  

their  future  HR roles .

3.        Participants  develop  personalized  plans  for  acquiring  strategic  HR skills  and  competencies , aligned  with  their  career  
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aspirations  and  organizational  needs .

4.        Attendees  establish  connect

Speaker  addressing  Students Speaker  explaining  about  latest  Trends  in HR

handling  students  doubts explaining  with  the  skills  required  to  become  a CHRO

handling  queries  of  students Group photo  with  faculty  and Students
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